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The CRF Newsletter is a quarterly publication of the Cave
Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of Kentucky for the purpose of
furthering research, conservation, and education about
caves and karst.
Newsletter Submissions & Deadlines: Original articles and
photographs are welcomed. If intending to jointly submit
material to another publication, please inform the CRF editor. Publication cannot be guaranteed, especially if
submitted elsewhere. All material is subject to editorial
revision unless the author specifically requests otherwise.
To assure timely publication, please adhere to the following deadlines:
March issue
by January 1
June issue
by April 1
September issue
by July 1
December issue
by October 1
Before submitting material, please see publication
guidelines at: www.cave-research.org!
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Message From The Editor
Due to time constraints, the cover of the last issue had to
be printed in single color. To give Mick's picture its proper
treatment, his photo is reprinted in color on the back cover.
The malachite in Lilburn is rather unique and beautiful.
Lois Lyles from the Guadalupe, NM, region has joined as
assistant editor of the newsletter. She is an Je{tperienced
,.
:'
designer and proof reader. Let's all give her applaus"e for her
effort and support of the newsletter.

If you are interested in helping out with the newsletter, or
have any idea to improve the content, please send us an e-mail.
I am currently looking for someone to be responsible for a
quarterly section;. on survey, drafting, or sketching tips.
methods, tips, tricks, etc. If you have an idea to tie in that
survey station located above a 50 foot diameter pit--filled with
crocodiles--then share it with the rest of us!
There is still time for you to win a caving rope! Get your
articles or photos in on time.

Paul Nelson

CRF's website is :

www.cave-research.org
Contact your operations manager for the user id and
password for the members only section

Cave Research Foundation
Address Corrections
Board of Directors
Rick Toomey - President
Phil DiBlasi - Personnel Officer
Chuck Pease - International Exploration Chairman
·peter Bosted
Joel Despain
Pat Kambesis
Richard Maxey
Mick Sutton
Officers
Paul Cannaley - Treasurer
Elizabeth Winkler - Secretary
Operations Council
Barbe Barker (Guadalupes)
Scott House (Ozarks)
Janet Sowers (Lava Beds)
John Tinsley (Sequioa/Kings Canyon)
Dave West (Eastern)
For information about the CRF, contact:
Rickard Toomey, III
Kartchner Caverns State Park
CRF President ,
520-586-4138
PO Box 1849
fax 520-586-4113
Benson, AZ 85602
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If you have changed phone numbers (ie area code split),
e-mail address, or have moved since 1999, please send your
information to:
Phil DiBlasi
PO Box 126
Louisville, KY 40201-0126

This will help ·us send out a new and accurate address list!

About the Covers
Front: Caver in an Arizona cave

Back:

Left, Steve Willsey in an Arizona cave
Right, Malachite in Lilburn Cave
by Mick Fingleton
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President's Message
by Rickard Toomey
As of the annual meeting last October, I am the new
president of the Cave Research Foundation. I would like to
thank you all for this opportunity. I am humbled and honored
by the position , and I hope to live up to your expectations
during my term. CRF is one of the most dynamic and
productive cave research groups in the world. I would like to
see us take an ever-increasing role in studying and protecting
caves and karst, and educating people about their protection.
The need is there, and so are we.
Before I get down to business, I would like to extend my
personal, and CRF's official, thanks to Pat Kambesis for
serving as our President for the past four years. Pat chose to
step down from the presidency so that she could devote more
time to karst study. She is now pursuing a Master's degree at
Western Kentucky University under Chris Groves. I am sure
that everyone joins me in wishing Pat the best of luck in her
studies. Fortunately, Pat is remaining on the Board and has
become the Director of our Hamilton Valley Research Center.
Everyone is to be congratulated for your contribution to
CRF's many successes. Through your efforts, we have
realized three major goals. First , we successfully raised the
money needed for a research center at Lava Beds National
Monument. Second, we completed the Hamilton Valley
Research Center and National Headquarters. Third. one of the
digs at Fort Stanton Cave finally led to a major breakthrough.
Each of these successes was the result of enthusiasm.
perseverance, and hard work on the part of many CRF
members .

Here are some highlights of the last year and the last board
meeting. A number of personnel changes took place at the
annual meeting in addition to the change in the presidency.
Peter Bosted stepped down as our Secretary, though he
remained on the Board. Elizabeth Winkler (who stepped down
as director of Hamilton Valley) was selected as our new
Secretary. Pat Kambesis will replace Elizabeth Winkler as
Director of Hamilton Valley. Fortunately, Paul Canna ley
agreed to remain our Treasurer. We also added one new
person , Joel Despain, to the Board. We are extremely happy
that he agreed to contribute his expertise and enthusiasm to the
Board, and we hope that you all will join us in welcoming him .
Finally, Peg Palmer has agreed to take over administration of
the Karst Fellowship Program from yours truly. In addition to
the personnel changes, the Board awarded 3 new fellowships
for long standing contributions to the organization and
certificates of merit to a number of CRF members (see
announcement on page 8).
All the CRF Operations Areas provided reports on their
activities for the year. I do not need to detail the reports here.
since most of the information in the reports also shows up
elsewhere in this newsletter. In general, it was a good year for
cave research .
I would like to invite you all to next year's annual
meeting . It will be held the weekend of November R. 2002 at
the Hamilton Valley Research Facility in Kentucky. The
meeting will be co-hosted by Eastern Operations and the
Hamilton Valley Director. Contact Dave West (Eastern
Continued on page 6. column 2
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2001 CRF Fellowship and Grant Recipients
The foll owing receipts are the recipients of fellowships
and grants for 200 1 amounting to a total of $7,500.

also made on a regular basis to determine various ion
concentrations relative to conductivity.

Carbon Chemistry of an Alpine Karst Stream,
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks

With the help of the Cave Research Foundation, in a year
this project will have gained an understanding of the actual
annual chemistry of an alpine karst stream. It is hoped that this
information will have broader implications for the role that
karst systems play in sequestering atmospheric carbon and
moderating potential climate change.

Joel Despain
Western Kentucky Univer!)ity - MS
Karst Research Fellowship ($3500)
Ca ves and karst provide many benefits to both people and
wildlife including water supplies, habitat, and recreational
opportunities. Karst also provides another unseen benefit to
the biosphere. Karst naturally sequesters atmospheric carbon.
Atmospheric carbon concentrati ons (in the form or carbon
diox ide) have been steadily increasing since the initiation of
industrial production more than 200 years ago. The amount of
carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere has grown even
more rapidly in the 20th century due ~o increased car, plane,
power generation and industrial reliance on fossil fuels . In
recent decades increasing atmospheric carbon concentrations
has been closely linked to climate change, particularly rising
average pl anetary temperatures.
It has been generally assumed that carbonate chemistry in
all natural waters and karst areas led to the retention of 50
pe rcent geo logically de rived ·carbon and 50 percent
atmos pherica lly derived carbon (e.g. Berner et aI. , 1983;
Meybeck, 1987; Berner and Lasaga, 1989; Probst et aI., 1994;
Amiotte Suchet, P. and J.L. Probst, 1993 , and 1995; Liu et aI.,
1998). However, recent work by Groves and Meiman in the
temperate Mammoth Cave karst, Kentucky (Groves and
Meiman, 2000) and previous chemical analysis by Plummer,
et al. (Plummer, Wi gley and Parkhurst, 1978) has produced
res ults th at vary fro m the assumed 50-50 percent ratio .
Alpin e karst sys tem s operate under the chemical
constraints of low water temperature and generally weak ionic
solutions. However, carbon diox ide is more so luble in cold,
natural waters, lead ing to lower pH values in alpine systems
(due to the carbonic acid fo rmed by the carbon dioxide
disso lved in water). This contrasts sharpl y with the chemi stry
of temperate karst systems where warm water leads to
stronger ioni c concentrati ons, but sometimes lower carbonic
acid concentrations. Thu s, this study seeks to determine the
actual amount of sequestered carbon in the discharge of the
alpine Tufa Fa ll s Spring over the course of one year.
Tufa Falls Spring drains two karst bas ins and adjoining
lands covering some 7 square kilometers (as show n by
prev ious dye traci ng). T he bas ins reach elevations of more
than 3,600 meters, while the spring li es at an elevati on of
approx imately 2,400 meters. Instrumentation to monitor the
sprin g's chemi try li es some 150 meters downstream from the
re urgence. Recorded parameters include stage (ca librated
wit h salt slu g d ischarge tests), pH , conducti vity, and
temperature . Grab samples for cation and anion analys is are
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Comparative Systematics of Subterranean
Amphipod Crustaceans in the Families Hadziidae
and Melitidae
Thomas R. Sawicki
Old Dominion University - Ph.D.
CRF Grant: $1000
Due to their morphological similarities, the taxonomic
status of the amphipod families Hadziidae and Melitidae is
uncertain. These similarities may be due to a shared common
ancestor, indicating the two families should be synonymized,
or due to convergent evolution which would suggest that the
current taxonomic separation of the families is warranted. In
order to help solve this problem, I am currently working on a
molecular analysis of the two families using the mitochondrial
gene cytochrome Oxidase III. Concurrent with the molecular
work is a significant amount of alpha taxonomy, as there are
many undescribed species within the Hadziidae.

Cave Organisms and the Evolution of Visual
Pigments: Mysid Shrimp as Model Organisms
Megan Porter
Brigham Young University - PhD
CRF Grant: $1000
While biospeleologists have long speculated on the
regressive evolution of eye loss in highly adapted cave
orga ni sms, only recently have cavernicoles played a
prominent role in the investigation of vi sual pigment
evolution . Visual pigments consist of the protein and
ass o~iated receptors responsible for the detection of light,
making vision possible. Additionally, the wavelength of light
that visual pi gments can detect differs between species. In this
study, the wavelength of absorption and evolution of the visual
pigment gene (opsin) will be investigated in three genera of
mysid shrimp containing cave-adapted species: Antromysis ,
Mys idium , and Troglomysis. Because the cave-adapted
species in each genus are from independent cave invasions,
these genera provide independent replicates of the
evo lutionary experiment of eye loss. In terms of visual
pi gments, these cave-adapted species offer the opportunity to
investi gate the effect of the loss of functional constraint (i.e.,
no li ght) on the evolution of a gene. Because these genera also
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contain species found in surface environments, direct
comparisons of the visual pigment gene between ancestral
(eyed) and derived (cave-adapted eye loss) states can be made.
The objectives of this research include establishing the
evolutionary relationships between the cave and surface
species being investigated and evaluating the relationship
among environment (light or lack thereof), the evolution of
the opsin gene, and the wavelengths of light each species is
capable of detecting. Visual pigments are proteins that belong
to a large family of receptors that have been identified as
critical in cellular communication systems, including the
detection of hormones, neurotransmitters, odorants, and
photons. Due to the exaggeration of non-light requiring
modes of perception in cave organisms, this class of receptors
has the potential to be a profitable area of research for
biospeleologists. However, very little is understood about
these cellular communication systems in cave organisms,
particularly subterranean invertebrates. This study will
elucidate the evolutionary processes of visual pigments in a
group of cave invertebrates and their surface relatives. By
elucidating the mechanisms controlling the tuning of visual
pigments to different wavelengths in mysid shrimp, this study
will provide a framework for testing opsin evolution in other
organisms.

The use of Stable Carbon Isotope Values from Bat
Guano in the Examination of Precipitation and
Vegetation Changes in Arid Mexico
Christopher M. Wurster
Syracuse University - PhD
CRF Grant: $1000

Paleoclimate Records in Water Extracted from
Speleothem Calcite
Feride Serefiddin
McMaster University - PhD
CRF Grant: $1000
This research seeks to further refine eXisting
improvements to the extraction of fluid inclusions and find
additional proxies for climate change using new techniques.
Speleothems from Reed's Cave (South Dakota), Rat's Nest
Cave (Alberta), Vancouver Island and California are being
used to develop a paleoclimate history for western North
America. Fluid inclusion analysis will complement existing
isotope data from speleothems which have been dated using
uranium-series dating. Hydrogen isotope variations will be
measured by extracting fluid inclusion water from the
speleothem calcite. The objective is to extract fluid inclusion
water to measure the composition of paleoprecipitation and to
calculate temperature changes from key periods in the
Quaternary period. Paleotemperature reconstruction is a
significant advance in the use of speleothems for quaternary
research. The oxygen isotope paleothermometer provides
important data, but a complementary technique to confirm
these results is not yet available. This research proposes to
develop a paleothermometer from the hydrogen isotope record
in fluid inclusions and possibly the hydrogen present in the
calcite lattice. Besides the water present in inclusions,
additional water is obtained ty heating the speleothem calcite
to over 800°C; this suggests that water strongly bound to the
calcite, a type of lattice water. The isotopic fractionation
between this water and that of fluid inclusions may provide an
additional paleothermometer.
This could provide an
additional proxy record for climate model calibrations.

This study aims to test the hypothesis that carbon isotope
values of guano from 2 species of bats, the lesser long-nosed
bat and the Mexican free-tailed bat, preserve a record of
dietary intake, which reflects surrounding vegetation. In the
arid regions of western Mexico, an increase in terrestrial
vegetation biomass utilizing the Calvin cycle for
photosynthesis (C3 vegetation) over plants utilizing
Crassulacean Acid Metabolism (CAM vegetation) is highly
correlative with precipitation anomalies associated with El
Nino events. This is significant because C3 vegetation has a
distinctive carbon isotopic signature compared to CAM
plants, which may be recorded in guano deposits. Because the
diet of the lesser long-nosed bat and the Mexican free-tailed
bat strongly reflects available vegetation, an experiment is
designed to test whether quantitative estimations of
precipitation and C3/CAM vegetation ratio can be discerned
from guano isotope values of carbon. This study will serve as
a calibration for Holocene guano deposits that could yield
long-term information on the strength and frequency of EI
Nino as well as climate change from a region where traditional
paleoclimate methods cannot be applied.

Splash cup in Lilburn Cave
MARCH
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Eastern Operations Trip Report Database Project
by Elizabeth Winkler
Eastern Operations work in Mammoth Cave and the
surrounding areas goes all the way back to the mid-1950s.
Even from the first trips by the fledg ling pre-CRF cavers, it
was apparent that we needed to keep an o ngoing and accurate
record of the trips, our finding s and accompli shments. As the
yea rs have go ne by, and with the advent of personal
compute rs, these records have beco me increasing ly more
In 1995 , Eastern Operation s
detail ed and sys tema ti c.
expedit ion leaders began hav ing .trip leaders input trip reports
directly into a computer database rather than produci ng paper
reports. Because we wanted to have better access to all the
important informati on from the almost 40 years o f paper
archi ves as well , Ri chard Zopf bega n a project to computerize
the 1956 to 1994 trip re po rts.
I bega n working on thi s project about 7 years ago, at a
time whe n Ri chard had volunteers e ntering the reports into a
new database appl icati o n. Before thi s, Richard had been
wo rkin g on getting the reports (both typed and handwritten)
into word process in g documents. He and hi s crew also put a
great dea l of work into recovering information about trips
whose repo rts were mi ss in g-a tedious, but ve ry necessary
project. At thi s poi nt , he had the he lp of Shelia Sands, Darre ll
Adkins , C he ryl Earl y, Di ck Maxey, Alice Woznack , Karen
Willmes, and E. Geil. About 4 years ago, I took over the
projec t, g iving Ri chard and company a well-deserved break,
and bega n recruitin g new vo lunteers . Since then , we have
co ntinued to add to the ir work , including updating to the
newest ve rsio n of the database.
At present , we ha ve a lmost 3,000 reports completed in
the hi storic dat abase. I have had wo nderful support from
many people, includin g Kare n Willmes, who has continued to
type reports th roughout both phases of the project, Randy
Sc hriber, Matt Mezydlo, Erik and Courtney Sikora, Shannon
and Roger Sm ith , John Delong, and Brian Andrich . Roger
McC lure and Cave Books has provided the majo rity of the
xerox ing costs, and To m Brucker and Ri ck Too mey have put
up with en lI ess questi ons about where in the cave people
we re and who people were (lots of initial s on the o ld reports!) .
Mi ck Sutto n and Sue Haga n ha ve provided lots of informati on
mi ss ing from o ld Salts Cave reports as well. If I have mi ssed
an y he lpers, I apo log ize now. All these co ntributio ns have
bee n signifi can t to creatin g an acc urate and usefu l database
resource. Finall y, I ha ve also gotte n a signifi ca nt amount o f
supple me nta l and mi ss ing information from "o ld timers" at
ex ped iti ons whe n I get the m to take a look at reports of trips
in whi ch they we re partic ipants.
The database serves not onl y as a hi storical record but
prov ides us with much useful information concernin g what
has been acco mpli shed in the cave thu s far. Some of the
rcports are incredibl y detailed and report o n the locatio n of
geo log ica l. arc heo log ica l. bio log ica l, and paleonto log ica l
rcsources. which ca n be used by karst sc ie nti sts in the ir
research. T hi s past year I used the database to provide Roger
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Brucker and Jim Borden with a li st of cavers for their book
" Beyond Mammoth Cave". I expect future CRF authors will
want to make use of thi s comprehensive resource as well.
I have often joked that I expect to be dead before this
longterm project is completed. I'm sure Richard felt the same
way. Although it has been incredibly tedious work, it has also
been great fun . You learn so much about the cave and the
people who have worked in it. In addition, it's interesting to
read about first trips in the 1950s with people who can still
cave us into the ground today ; for example e nJries like, "Roger
McClure and little Tommy Brucker pushed .... "
I have finally finished photocopying unentered reports
from the CRF paper archives. A little more work remains to
complete the database - the typing of a stack of trip reports,
double-sided, almost a foot high. So, I'm looking for more
victims, uh , "volunteers" to help finish the project. The only
ski ll you need is very limited typing abi lity. If you are
interested, please contact me (
. I
am also trying to recover lost or missing trip reports;
therefore, if you have copies of any pre-I995 reports, please
contact me to see if yo u can fill in any of the missing
information.
These reports are an incredible resource in many ways.
They not only provide specific information about what has
been done in the cave by whom, but also preserve a narrative
of our history as told by ourselves.

President's Message, Continued from page 3

Operation s Manager) or Pat Kambes is (Hamilton Valley
Director) for more information .

In the coming year, I am looking forward to strengthening
ties between CRF and the Hoffman Environmental Research
Institute at Western Kentucky University. The Hoffman
Institute is a premi er karst research group at Western Kentucky
University, and is led by Chris Groves. Chris has proposed
several exc iting ways for CRF and the Hoffman Institute to
work together in karst studies.
Please feel free to contact me
concerns, or comments about CRF.
me is in the front of thi s newsletter.
successful and dynamic because its
make sure it stays that way.

at any time with ideas ,
Contact info rmation for
Remember, C RF is o nl y
members are wi lling to
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2001-2002 Hamilton Valley Capital
Campaign Update
by Elizabeth Winkler,
Former Director, Hamilton Valley Facility
We have now enjoyed over a year of occupancy at the
CRF Hamilton Valley Research Center and National
Headquarters (HV). This beautiful center in Kentucky was the
longtime dream of Roger McClure, Red Watson, and Jack
Freeman, whose enthusiasm and fund raising efforts made its
completion possible. Since its opening, Eastern Operations
has held 14 expeditions at Hamilton Valley, and we have
rented the facility to university classes from Florida,
Mississippi, Indiana, and Kentucky. In addition to classes in
areas you might expect, such as karst hydrology, karst
processes, and geomorphology, we hosted a class designed to
improve earth science education for high school teachers.
Currently, CRF Board member Dr.
Chris Groves is
spearheading an initiative to promote HV as a conference
center to university groups engaged in karst and
environmental research. The facility has also supported the
work of individual researchers and project coordinators,
including Rickard Toomey and Mona Colburn's paleo
research, Mike Yocum's Mammoth Cave video project, and the
Ohio Coleopterist Society's collection of beetle species.
Finally, HV has served as a get away place for CRF
members. Roger McClure once said that part of the original
plan was to provide us with a beautiful place to come and relax
near the cave that we love so well. In fact, many members
have brought their families for visits to Mammoth Cave and
the surrounding attractions on non-expedition weekends.
We are currently earning just enough money to cover our
basic expenses and insurance coverage. As you can well
imagine, the bulk of the expense is the insurance. We are far
from the nearest fire station, which places us in the highest risk
ranking for insurance. On the positive side, we do have a
maintenance fund kindly set up by Roger McClure and Cave
Books to cover major repairs and replacement of large
equipment.
Unfortunately, the building costs exceeded the original
budget, and we had to borrow about $60,000 from the
endowment fund to payoff the buildings. This fund, to which
many of you have generously contributed over the years,
supports research through CRF's Karst Research Fellowship
program. This is one of our most visible and well-known
programs. Each year, fellowships are awarded to graduate
students pursuing innovative work on caves and karst. The
program not only promotes karst research and CRF, but it
helps make CRF known to young cave scientists. Indeed, our
new President, Rick Toomey, found out about CRF through
the Fellowship program's support of his dissertation research .
However, because endowment money was loaned (with
interest) to payoff the building project, less money is available
to support the fellowships.
For almost 50 · years, CRF has functioned solely on
donations; there are no dues or subscription fees . Through
MARCH
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donations, we have been able to provide annual reports,
quarterly newsletters, survey and research equipment and
.many other benefits and services to our membership .
Although we have already paid back $20,000 of that debt to
the endowment fund, this past November we initiated a capital
campaign to retire the building debt and restore the fund. At
the time of writing this article, 29 people have contributed
almost $14,000 towards that effort. If each remaining member
would make even a small contribution, we could retire the
debt.
You may donate funds to reduce the debt in two ways.
You may simply write to our treasurer Paul Cannaley (address
below) and include a check for the amount of your donation,
indicating that it is for HY. In addition, donations can be made
via credit cards (VISA and Mastercard). If you would prefer
to make smaller monthly or bi-monthly donations, these can
be done via automatic withdrawals from your credit card
account as well. All donations to CRF are tax deductible.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions
about Hamilton Valley Research Center. I can mos~ easily be
reached
home at (520) 452-9815. I thank you in advance for
your continuing support for CRF and its mission.

2001 CRF Contributors
The following people have generously given monetary
contributions to CRF during the 200 I calendar year. We
continue to need your support! We now accept
MasterCardNisa and can bill your account monthly if you
would prefer to donate smaller amounts at a time. Please send
your tax-deductible contributions to:
Paul Cannaley
CRF Treasurer
4253 Senour Road
Indianapolis, IN 46239-9437
Alderman, Doug
Anonymous Donor
Baker, Doug
Baus, Bill (HV)
Black, Don (HV)
Bosted, Peter & Anne
Brucker, Joan
Brucker, Roger
Brucker, Tom
Burnes, Roberta (HV)
Cannaley, Paul & Monica
Carstens, Ken
Cottrell, Tom
Cowan, David (HV)
Delong, John
Depaepe, Veda (HV)
Dickey, Fred
Donations, Misc.
Drum, Dennis
Early, Cheryl

Eggers, Bob (HV)
Ehman, Burnell
Farr, Jeff (HV)
Forsythe, Preston
Frantz, Bill & Peri (HV)
Freeman, Jack
Grant, Tom
Greer, Jim (HV)
Gurnee, Jeanne (HV)
Hagan, Sue
Hess, John
Hoffmaster, Joyce (HV)
Hoke, Bob
House, Scott
Kastning, Ernst (HV)
Klausner, Ed (HV)
Koerschner, Bill
Levy, Janet (HV)
Lyles, John (HV)
Continued on next page
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Maxey, Dick
McCallus, Joe
McClure, Roger
McIntyre , John (HV)
Mezydlo, Matt
Murphy, Tom
Nardacci , Mike (HV)
Pease, Chuck (HV)
Pinnix, Cleve
Putnam, Bill (HV)
Randall , Bru
Schindel, Geary
Schomer, Barbara
Sholly, Greg (HV)
Sikora, Erik & Courtney
Smith, Jon
Smith, Roger & Shannon
Stell mack , John
Stephens, William C. (HV)

Steward, Jeanette & Dan
Sutton, Mick
Swedlund, Chuck
Toomey, Beverly (HV)
Toomey, Rick (HV)
Tucker, Janice
Wagner, Gail
Watson, Richard A.
Well hausen, Al an
Werner, Spike
West, Dave
Wilcher, LaJuana
Willmes, Karen (HV)
Wilson, Eric
Wilson, Ron (HV)
Winkler, Elizabeth (HV)
Wood , Claire
(HV)-Donation to Hamilton
Val-ley

New CRF Fellows
The following CRF members were elected as Fellows of
CRF by the Board of Directors:
George Crothers
With Bob Ward, George has directed the "Earthwatch"
project which for 6-7 years has been documenting
archeological remains along between the Hi storic entrance
and the Vi olet City entrance along Main Cave, among
numerous othe r projects. He worked on Sand Cave,
documenting Floyd Collins' rescue based on artfacts, some
years ago. George is now the Kentucky State Archeologist
and is a long term fri end of Mammoth Cave and the Park.
Daniel Gregor
Daniel served both on the HV building committee and the
Maintenance Committee as well. Has contributed a great deal
of time to restoring the Hoffmaster House and the Spele Hut
and has repaired major equipment at the facility. His
contributi ons. both financial and physical have been constant
and significant.
Matt Mezdylo
Matt has been very involved in many aspects of Eastern
Operations. He not only cheerfully goes on whatever trip he
is assigned to. he volunteers to help o.ut wherever he can. He
has served on the HV Operations committee, worked on the
archive trip report project, and has recently taken on the taskof Eastem Operations Personnel Manager.
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Certificates of Merit
The following recipients of a certificates of merit were
nominated by the CRF BOD:
Paul Nelson: Newsletter editor
Dave McKenzie: wrote the data reduction and plotting
software program calledWalls, for CRF's GIS program
The following recipients of certificates of merit were nominated by Barbe Barker, CRF Guadalupes. They all have been
working in Carlsbad and Fort Stanton Caves.
Sonya Boyd: excellence in restoration techniques and
leadership on expeditions
Tim Boyd: excellence in restoration techniques and
photographic monitoring
Frank J . Everitt: leadership on expeditions, excellence in
restoration and cave conservation
Tim Kohtz: excellence in survey, sketching and leadership
on expeditions
John McLean: leadership and training
Georganne Payne: excellence in restoration techniques and
leadership on expeditions
William Payne: excellence in restoration techniques and
leadership on expeditions
Dick Venters: leadership
Jimmie Worrell: leadership on expeditions, excellence in
restoration
The following recIpients of certificates of merit were
nominated by Eastern Operations (EO) Dave West, and
Hamilton Valley (HV) director Elizabeth Winkler. Those
marked HV put in many hours and a great deal of work
towards the management of HY. See accompanying article on
trip report project for more detail on that project.
Don Bittle: EO-served as personnel officer for 5 years
Paul Cannaley: HV, treasurer
John DeLong: trip report project
John Fiel: HV, land management
Daniel Gregor: HV, maintenance
Sue Hagan: HV, operations
Joyce Hoffmaster: HV, maintenance
Matt Mezdylo: trip report project, HV, operations
Rick Nelson: HV, land management
Janice lOcker: HV, operations
Dave Weller: HV, supplier
Randy Schriber: trip report project
Erik Sikora: trip report project, HV operation
Courtney Sikora: trip report project, HV operations
Roger Smith: trip report project & HV operations
Shannon Smith: trip report project & HV operations
Karen Willmes: trip report project
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Caving Amongst the Velocimarmots!
By Paul Nelson
On Saturday, September I,
Jeff Cheraz and I, meet up with
Bill Frantz and Roger Mortimer,
who flew out from Indiana to go
caving with us, had arrived the
previous day.
After hiking up the steep 2
mile trail, I proceeded to enjoy the
sunny weather while waiting for
others to arrive. Around 2pm
Magdalena Dale, and Sabastien
Silva arrived at camp, and later
Chuck Lee. After eating some
lunch, trip parties were organized.
A party consisting of Chuck,
Sabastian, and I set out to find and
explore a passage leading from
the White Chief main entrance
and following the stream up river,
We were successful in finding this
passage and we kept following
the water,
At one point, it
appeared we couldn't go further,
but I found a small climb up into
View of the Mineral King Valley.
Photo: Paul Nelson
a room that bypassed the
restriction below. Eventually we
should be very careful since they have become accustomed to
were stopped by a six inch high passage with water flowing
and crave human flesh .
out. We also noticed several side leads that looked interesting.
After hiding our stuff, we began surveying using the topIn four hours, we had found some good passage for survey the
of-the-Iine
combination survey and bear pinata cord . Sir Farts
next day!
A'lot being new to survey, was chosen as lead tape. This was
Sunday, September 2
also beneficial to me, as it kept him far as possible from me ,
After a restful night, actually I woke up a few times
as he was emitting hazardous fumes in the passages .
hearing snoring. It was later determined, and confirmed by
Snoreasaur and Killer were on instruments. I (Velocimannot)
Sabastian to be from the little snoreasaur, aka Magdalena. She
was the sketcher and leader of this raucous bunch.
denied being the source, but Sabastian replied, "then who was
We surveyed the passage leading to the water corning into
that snoring bear sleeping next to me?"
the cave, but there were side leads remaining . I also took some
After breakfast, we organized survey trips. However, we
pictures of the cave passages. After about six hours we
had a problem of only one survey tape was brought and there
surveyed 17 stations and 291.3 feet. The pace was rather slow
were two survey parties. Using my line to hang bear pinatas
due to using the makeshift survey line. Also a factor was Sir
(food), we made a survey line with tick marks.
Farts A'lot enthusiasm to find the perfect survey station point.
I led a four person survey party consisting of:
and that Snoreasaur and Killer are beginners on instruments.
However, I didn't mind as I didn 't have to rush sketching
Velocimarmot (Paul Nelson)
breakdown
passage while trying to keep up.
Snoreasaur (Magdalena Dale)
Sir Farts A'lot (Sabastien Silva)
Pain Killer (Chuck Lee)
After arriving at the main entrance to White Chief cave
and putting our cave gear on, I warned the others about the
most evil of high alpine beasts , the marmot, which are known
to chew almost anything and carry it away to its burrow. Thus
hide your stuff well inside the cave. I also told them about the
sub-species, velocimarmot which hunt in packs, and you
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We exited the cave and watched the sunset over the valley.
At this point , I noted with yesterday's hike, with a sore body,
and my headache , it was time for pain killer, and my favorite
being naproxen. It was learned that Pain Killer (Chuck Lee)
was a chemist and worked on developing that drug! Pain
Killer, my knees and I Thank You!"
That night, while eating dinner, a thunderstorm rolled in
and began to rain. It looked like it might last all night. That
forced those without tents, Jeff Cheraz and Chuck Lee. to
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Upon arriving at the side lead, Sir Farts
expressed interest in learning instruments. I
told him, "that is something you have to work
up to, and if your lucky in a few years, he could
do instruments. The other option is to do away
with the current instrument person, such as
Snoreasaur." The real reason was, I wanted to
keep Sir Fart and his deadly gas away from
me. Seriously, with the short amount of time
available, I told him it wasn't possible to have
an instrument newbie and finish the survey in
the short amount of time we had to finish.

Sebastien Siva, Paul Nelson, Magdalena Dale, and Chuck Lee in White Chief
Cave in Mineral King
Photo: Paul Nelson

make preparations. This action frightened the rain clouds,
which left, leaving a clear night!
Monday, September 3
The fearless foursome (Velocimarmot, Snoresaur, Pain
Killer, and Sir Farts A'lot) returned to survey some promising
leads. However, this time we had the real survey tape! Yeah!
First, we remeasured the distances between stations from
yesterday as we progressed to the side lead. The survey tape
resulted in distances between 6 inches to 1.5 feet longer than
the cord.

We followed a nice passage heading down
toward the stream. The survey was much
quicker with the real survey tape., Upon
finding the water, we found several leads. Sir
Farts checked out a climbing lead, and Killer a
tighter side lead. Meanwhile, I decided to
survey with Snoreasaur upstream as it was the
largest crawling passage. While surveying we
heard a loud rumble, signaling a thunderstorm.

We eventually completed a loop into
passage surveyed the previous day.
In four hours we surveyed 192.9 feet and 17 stations.
Killer and Snoreasaur's readings were closer than the previous
day, showing signs of improvement. I had to resolve
discrepancies only once or twice. Upon exiting the cave, it
was hailing and lightening outside! We then went back inside
the cave to have some lunch, and I also took some pictures.
After the hail storm ended, we hiked out of the canyon in
the rain.

Win a Caving Rope!
Would you like a chance to win some caving gear!?
All you have to do is submit a featured article, cover
photographs, drawings, or cartoons for the newsletter. There
will be a drawing each quarter for a prize, and then a grand
prize at the end of the year! The more you submit, the better
your chances to win!
Grand Prize
Sterling Rope has generously donated 50 meters of 7/16
inch nylon caving rope! This is a dry rope and very nice! I
used Sterling rope on a muddy trip, rinsed it in the river, and
it didn't absorb tons of water. The winner will be anounced in
the June 2002 issue.
For more infornlation about Sterling rope, visit their
website : www.sterlingrope.com.

o

o

o

The Rules
Submissions will be accepted until the June 2001 issue,
and they must be submitted on time. See the inside cover
for deadlines for each newsletter.

o
o

o
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Articles, photographs, or artwork must be original work
produced by the person submitting the material.
An article or cover photograph gets one entry into the
drawing. To encourage pictures or diagrams with articles,
those entries will receive two entries into the drawing
which doubles your chances to win.
Submissions must be previously unpublished and
submitted by the publication deadline. Articles must have
at least 1000 words.
They must be postmarked or
received via e-mail by the publication deadline.
Only articles are eligible for the grand prize.
Only items that are actually printed in the newsletter are
eligible for the drawing.
Decisions by the Editor are final.
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Regional Expedition Reports
Sequioa and Kings Canyon,
California
Lilburn Cave
June 23-24th, 2001
by Lynne Jesaitis
Chuck Lee, from Diablo Grotto, joined Peter Bosted, Bill
Frantz, Jed Mosenfelder, Charles Hotz and myself for a
weekend of exploration, survey, formation restoration, and
tree trimming.
On Saturday we organized ourselves into two teams and
parted ways at the top of the L Survey. Chuck Lee learned the
Crevice Way route into the cave with Bill Frantz and enjoyed
a full day of cleaning under the magnificent Jefferson
Memorial. Around 12 square feet of gleaming white rims tone
dams were uncovered by Lee and Frantz who used water,
brushes, and sponges to remove a thick layer of slimy mud left
behind by early explorers.
The rest of us, Peter Bosted, Jed Mosenfelder, Charlie
Hotz and I, headed down the L Survey and eventually found
our way into Hog Heaven, where we enjoyed mud of the bootsucking variety. From pouring over previous surveys and
maps, Peter determined that Hog Heaven was very near
Beenie Baby Borehole, a new area above Thanksgiving Hall.
We were looking for a connection in order to have a dry route
to the new finds in the South. We were not disappointed.
Within minutes of arriving in Hog Heaven, Peter identified a
small hole in the floor which was not on the map, but which
headed in the right direction . Charlie Hotz stuffed himself
into the hole and on the other side eventually found passage he
recognized from a survey trip in 2000. The connection was
made (and surveyed)! We then went to the end of Prize in the
Narrows, and surveyed a bonanza 5 IO feet of new passage. A
significant length of it was high, wide, dry, walking canyon
containing piece of beautiful green malachite. This pleasant
passage unfortunately ended in massive granite boulder
chokes , forcing us to also survey some very nasty tight , wet
crawls. Fifteen hours after entering the cave, we were back on
the surface enjoying the warmth of the cabin and a hot dinner.
Peter dubbed our find s, "The Outback. " For those so inclined,
there are still a few leads in the southern exten sions remaining
for future trips.
On Sunday, Charlie Hotz scaled the solar panel
containing tree with a saw in tow. For the next 2 ho urs,
Charlie removed branches that were shadowing the panels ,
while Bill Frantz kept an eye on the falling branches from
below. The rest of us provided moral support and afterwards
we all enjoyed a beautiful hike out of the canyon.
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Lilburn Cave
October 6 - 8, 2001
By Lynne Jesaitis
Northern, Southern, and Gold Country Californian cavers
converged on Lilburn Cave for a weekend of exploration.
survey, biology, restoration, and merriment.
On Saturday, Merrilee Proffitt, Keith Johnson , and Bill
Frantz made their way to the beautiful , clean , and very wet
passages of The Enchanted River. Despite a complete soaking
in the waterfall down-climb, Merrilee managed not to freeze
and was able to help complete the survey of a small maze just
off the river. A high fissure lead was le ft for future parties.
A second group consisting of Brad Hacker, Charlie Hotz,
Kyle Dwyer, and I checked out a pit lead near the Historic
Entrance. This lead was thought by Peter Bosted to be a
possible source of water falling in a room above Pandora's that
Peter, Charlie and I had surveyed several months previously.
We were able to down-climb the pit lead, but soon came to
another pit with a free drop. This we rigged and immediately
upon reaching the bottom discovered survey stations from that
previous trip above Pandora's. The connection was made and
surveyed with chuckles about the giant, hopefully errorless,
loop we'd just created.
Meanwhile , on the surface , Scott McBride and Art Holley
from Calaveras County were waiting on an unnamed person to
lead a third Lilburn trip. When their friend failed to appear,
Scott and Art, who like tight stuff, headed into May 's Cave for
a look around and like ly got into unsurveyed passage. They
vowed to return to make the May's - Lilburn connection.
Mary Wenzel spent several hours Saturday exploring for
bats in the cave near the Historic Entrance , but was unable to
locate possible sleeping inhabitants. She returned at dusk
equipped with an infrared video camera and sound recording
equipment to document bats eme rging from the entrance for
dinner. The bats hovered near the gate and appeared to feed
on the many insects that were al so flying there. Mary was abl e
to record both the ir calls and their feeding behavi or and will
hopefully be able to use these data to identi fy the species of
bats present in Lilburn.
Sunday, Scott, and Art helped Bill Farr pack dive tank s
down to the Upstream Ri se, and help Bill suit-up. The dive
went very we ll and Bill was able to go about 300 feet, easily
locatin g hi s clive line, which was still fairl y intact from the
previou s season. At the same time, Bill Frant z, and I spent
se veral hours cl eaning up whit e fl owsto ne and rim stone dam s
under the Je fferson Memorial. Tho ugh a lot of mud was
removed, there is still quite a bit rcmaining for future trips.
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Mineral King, Labor Day Weekend
August, 31-September 3,2001
By Roger Mortimer
On August 31 , 200 I, Roger Mortimer hiked in with Bill
Frantz up to White Chief area in Mineral King, Sequioa
Nati onal Park. There was no snow whatsoever in the Seldom
Seen bowl, so they surveyed Seldom Seen cave. Went from
entrance to the end of the stream passage where it starts to get
muddy. Surveyed 282.2 feet. Surveyed White Chief Mine for
200. 1 feet in two shots. It goes straight into the marble but
never meets the contact. Two separate species of moth found .
Tied in the mine to the surface survey. Saw a bear walking up
from meadow to higher areas on the east side of the bowl.
Never saw another nor had any bear trouble.

September 1,2001
Joined by the rest of the crew. Renewed survey within
White Chief Cave. With Bill Frantz, Magdalena Dale, and
Jeff Cheraz did a resurvey of WAF in the upper level. Did 19
shots to get close to the rift pit near the trail. Tied in the
entrance with the snow cone each year. Inventoried this
section of the cave.

September 2, 2001
With Bill Frantz, Peri Frantz, and Jeff Cheraz continued
WR survey to the rift pit and to leads from previous surveys.
Found an entrance that none of us knew about and surveyed to
it. Surveyed and inventoried 25 stations. Attempted to put a
definitive wall on the upper level slab room. Found that it just
kept going. Went to new passage with soda straws and no
evidence of visitation. There is still work to do here to find
the western wall.

September 3, 2001
Bill Frantz and Roger Mortimer returned to Seldom Seen.
Attempted to find Never Seen but never saw it. Surveyed and
inventoried 74.5 feet in stream passage upstream from where
entrance passage comes into the main cave. After, hearing
thunder we decided to get out quickly. The cave became damp
al ong the walls but we saw no true running water. At the
entrance found an inch of ice where the hail had fallen in.
Hiked out in the rain .

Redwood Canyon Cartography
Summary for 2001
by Peter Basted
Great progress was made durin g the year 200 I in
mapping the cave s of Redwood Can yon, located in Kings
Can yon Nati onal Park . California. A total of 34 survey trips .
into Li Iburn Cave. spread over 10 e xpedition s, netted 5,465
feet of new survey using 583 stati ons. and 1030 feet of
replacement survey using 84 stati ons. Thi s is the most new
survey in a single year since the CRF project began in 1980.
The average new survey sh ot length of 9.3 feet is only 25
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percent below the average for the entire cave 02.1 feet),
showing that much of the new passages are reasonably large
for a California cave. The official length of Lilburn is now
18.47 miles (29.72 km), and the vertical extent remains
unchanged at 500 feet (152 m) . The Lilburn database includes
an additional 1.1 miles of tie-in shots and duplicate surveys
that are not counted in the official length. A single trip to
Mays cave may have found some new passage, but the
explorers were not sure. No trips were made to Cedar Cave
this year, nor were any surface surveys done.
The most new footage came from the area above
Thanksgiving Hall , which includes the newly-named Prize in
the Narrows and Outback areas. These areas fall in previously
blank quadrangle maps, so serve to increase the "footprint" of
Lilburn. Of particular interest is a large deposit of a green
mineral, possibly malachite. There are also some nicely
decorated flowstone areas. A new route to this area was found
from Hog Heaven, allowing access without having to wait for
the water levels in Thanksgiving Hall to recede sufficiently to
reach Pom's Chimney. A total of 1,600 feet was surveyed in
five survey trips in the Outback area. Several leads remain,
most requiring vertical gear. Trips to this most remote section
of Lilburn were long and tiring, averaging about 12 hours in
duration. Below the Outback, a team pushed the upstream end
of Thanksgiving Hall through a very tight constriction to find
180 feet of small stream passage in a tall canyon with an upper
level filled with extremely loose breakdown that was not
surveyed. It would be interesting to dye-trace this small
stream to see if it is an infeeder or an overflow route of the
main river?
The next largest area of new survey came from pushing a
tight breakdown choke above the West Stream. This led to the
Grand Foyer and Opera House, which are relatively large
rooms filled with breakdown blocks that are sometimes more
than 15 feet long. There are many mazey side passages as
well. The entire area is less than 100 feet below the surface,
as evidenced by many granite boulders and granitic sand. A
vertical connection was also made using an 80 foot rope down
to "That Room", near the Hex Room. A total of 890 feet was
surveyed in five survey trips in the Opera House area. The
discovery trip was spent widening the tortuous route through
the breakdown, and an additional trip re-surveyed much of
main loop, finding several errors that fixed the initial 35-foot
mi s-closure. This team also de-rigged the rope into "That
Room".
The Attic-Attic area also saw a lot of activity, especially
early in 2002, with 600 feet surveyed in five trips. These were
mostly small passages, found by working from the newly
available Attic-Attic quads (D .3.M and D.3 .U) . It was also
discovered that TG 1-20 stations exist in the cave, but there is
not record of this survey. If it cannot be found, these passages
will need to be re-surveyed. Many small question marks
remain in this area.
Two trips were made to the Pandora's complex, with a
bold climb yielding 220 feet. This followed a small seasonal
stream , which was observed to come from a high lead in the
ternlinal room. This room is almost directly below the
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The very low water levels in the Fall inspired eight trips
to the Enchanted River, where a 1,450 feet of new survey was
found, mostly following leads from the original 1984 survey
that we were reminded of by the recent availability of these
quadrangles. Two good leads remain: one was pushed for
over 100' feet with no end in sight. By using the shortcut via
the Clay Palace, and rigging the IS-foot falls with a rope, it
was possible to stay mostly dry below the waist on these cold,
wet trips.
A trip to River Pit netted 140 feet of new passage, with
leads remaining. Vertical gear is recommended for a return
trip.
A trip to Mud Heaven and Southern Comfort via
Mousetrack found 170 feet of new passage. A strong breeze
indicates a surface connection somewhere in this area. A good
possibility for finding this is a climb at the top of Mud Heaven
Shaft (which was left rigged with doubled 30-year-old
Goldline that seems to be still use-able).
Three trips were partially dedicated to find loop closure
problems in the Schrieber complex and the Elevator. Three
major problems were fixed.
Good progress was made in updating the quadrangle
maps of Lilburn. Of the 82 sheets, about 60 are complete and
up to date, with the remainder in various stages of completion.

Eastern Operations
Columbus Day Expedition,
October 5-8, 2001
Expedition Leader, Chris Groves
This weekend was a cool, gorgeous time to be at the
Hamilton Valley station, and 20 CRF members joined in the
expedition. A total of five crews were dispatched over the two
days, several significant discoveries turned up. Enthusiastic
new CRF members participated in the expedition, and each
promises to bring valuable "new blood" to the foundation. We
appreciated a visit from Mammoth Cave Science and
Resource Management Chief Mark Depoy, who came by
Hamilton Valley Saturday morning for breakfast, and had a
chance to chat with a number of folks about CRF, the Park,
and caves in general.
On Saturday, four teams left with objectives in Bedquilt
and Guide's Caves, and at Cyclop's Gateway in the Historic
Section of Mammoth Cave. Two Bedquilt crews headed to
Flint Ridge together, with a plan to travel through the cave and
to split up at their various objectives. Unfortunately, the
entrance can be elusive and definitely chose to be so on this
day. After considerable forest trampling the C~lVers came upon
another small entrance at a dry swallet east of Bedquilt. and
several went in for a check. They were delighted to find that
the entrance crawl, eventually named Hissing Turtle Cave,
went in short order to a pit that they estimated at 70+ feet
deep. Happily (in terms of cave development at least) the cave
apparently takes large quantities of water as evidenced by logs
MARCH
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washed more that 100 feet back in. Not having vertical gear,
the group eventually made it back to the station where several
spent their excess energy ridgewalking in Hamilton Valley.
Not long after their return, we had a visit from Pat Watson and
several of her students, along with WKU archeologist Darlene
Applegate and new Kentucky State Archeologist (and long
time friend of Mammoth Cave) George Crothers. They
investigated Hamilton Valley's relatively extensive patch of
Rattlesnake Master, the apparent plant of choice from which
the area's native Americans wove their sandals thousands of
years ago.
The Cyclop's Gate crew was the next to return, having
completed a beautiful, detailed survey of part of the area to add
to the existing Historic Entrance sheet. Finally, the group from
Guide's Cave (a new, small cave in Joppa Ridge) returned.
They had surveyed to and down a 20-foot drop, and not long
after were stopped at a nice 60-foot pit for lack of rope. While
the first, smaller pit had cedar logs as evidence that the prePark old timers had explored at least that far, there are no
indications so far that the exploit had been repeated at the
deeper one. The cave's location suggests that a connection to
7+ mile long Lee Cave might be a possibility.
While many folks headed home on Sunday morning,
several were ready to take advantage of the holiday weekend
and go again. Although all were fine cavers, a chance
distribution between the objectives that we had given to the
Park and what parts of the cave the folks who had happened to
stay for Sunday knew well resulted in a dearth of reasonable
trip possibilities . After considerable pacing, sighing,
meditation, and cogitation (and with a bo tree unfortunately
not being present), the expedition leader decided to take the
prudent if disappointing position to not field parties under the
circumstances into unfamiliar parts of the cave. Making the
best of it, though, a surface reconnaissance party headed for
the area around Wilson Cave Hollow, in the Park north of the
Green River. Enjoying the fall sunshine, but unfortunately not
finding vast caverns, they walked over several hollows that
had not been previously checked by the project.
BedquiltlHissing ThrtIe Cave - 1) Paul Cannaley, Rick
Williams, Eric Wilson, Jason Walz; 2) Joyce Hoffmaster,
Daniel Greger, Dan Williams, Scott Bauer; Guide's Cave Alan Glennon, Penelope Pooler, Rick Hoechstetter, Rolland
Moore; Historic Entrance, Cyclops Gateway - Doug Baker,
Alan Wellhausen, Bob Thurner, Ralph Earlandson; Wilson
Cave Hollow - Dave West, Dan Williams, Rick Williams,
Ralph Earlandson.
Many folks helped at camp; and appreciation especially
goes to Pat Kambesis (for excellently preparing the field
station), Deana Groves, Paul Cannaley, Joyce Hoffmaster,
Rick Hoechstetter, and Karen Willmes.
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2001-2002 EXPEDITION CALENDAR
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited. Failure to contact
the leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.

MAMMOTH CAVE

CALIFORNIA

All Eastern Operations CRF members who have not attended an
expedition safety orientation must do so before participating in expedition
activities. The safety orientation is scheduled at the beginning of each
expedition after the morning meeting. Those who have attended one safety
orientation are not required to participate in another. New members should
arrange to be at the expedition early enough to attend the orientation. Those
who do not attend will not be allowed to participate in expedition activities.
Contact expedition leader for more details about the orientation.

Please

contact:

OZARKS
Scott
House,

314-282-3246,

.
April 13-14, Fitton Cave,
April 19-20, Mo. Academy of Sciences, Springfield MO.
Speleology session is on Saturday, the 20th. Contact
David Ashley,
April 27, Fitton Cave.
May 4, Powder Mill Creek Cave/Ozark Riverways
June 8, Powder Mill Creek Cave/Ozark Riverways
July 13, Powder Mill Creek Cave/Ozark Riverways
August 10, Powder Mill Creek Cave/Ozark Riverways
September 7, Powder Mill Creek Cave/Ozark Riverways
Contact Doug Baker for all PMC trips,

CKKC • Roppel Cave. Kentucky
As a result of the partnership between CRF and Central
Kentucky Karst Coalition (CKKC), CRF cavers are welcome
to participate in Roppel Cave Project trips. For more information on trip schedule contact Jim Borden at

MARCH

2002

Annual Planning Meeting
January, 5, 2002, site to be announced, Mike Spiess,
559-434-3321,

Guadalupe
Contact Barbe Barker, 505-687-4270,
Memorial Day Weekend, May 25-25
Labor Day, August 31-September 2
Thanksgiving November 27-December 1
HSS/CRF Hawaii Caving· Big Island
Contact Pat Kambesis, 309-762-3860,

China Caves Project· Guizhou Province
Four-to-six-week trips are run every other year. Contact Ian
Baren, Project Coordinator, 914-478-5133,
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